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We conduct a preliminary investigation into the phenomenological implications of Einsteinian
cubic gravity (ECG), a 4-dimensional theory of gravity cubic in curvature of interest for its unique
formulation and properties. We find an analytic approximation for a spherically symmetric black
hole solution to this theory using a continued fraction ansatz. This approximate solution is valid
everywhere outside of the horizon and we use it to study the orbit of massive test bodies near a
black hole, specifically computing the innermost stable circular orbit. We compute constraints on
the ECG coupling parameter imposed by Shapiro time delay. We then compute the shadow of an
ECG black hole and find it to be larger than its Einsteinian counterpart in general relativity for
the same value of the mass. Applying our results to Sgr A*, we find that departures from general
relativity are small but in principle distinguishable.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of higher curvature corrections to general
relativity has attracted significant attention in recent
decades, as these corrections seem to be generic conse-
quences of quantizing gravity. Higher curvature correc-
tions can lead to a renormalizable theory of quantum
gravity [1], and it is also understood that low energy ef-
fective actions derived from string theory result in various
higher-derivative gravities [2–4]. More broadly, higher
curvature theories have been exploited as toy models
within the AdS/CFT correspondence, to make contact
with a wider class of CFTs and study effects beyond the
large N limit [5–9].
A problem plaguing most higher curvature theories is
that the linearized equations of motion allow for negative
energy excitations, or ghost-like particles [10]. There-
fore, attention has been devoted to present theories of
gravity which have no ghost degrees of freedom in their
propagator [11–13]. The most general class of theories
that are ghost-free on any background is Lovelock grav-
ity, which is the natural generalization of Einstein grav-
ity to higher dimensions [14]. However, Lovelock terms
of order k in the curvature are topological in d = 2k
dimensions, and vanish identically for d < 2k. Quasi-
topological theories [15–17] provide additional examples
in five and higher dimensions and have led to a number of
interesting results in the context of holography [18, 19].
However, all quasi-topological theories are trivial in four
dimensions.
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Recently, a new theory of gravity has been proposed
in [20] which, in four dimensions, is the most general up-
to-cubic-order-in-curvature dimension-independent the-
ory of gravity that shares its graviton spectrum with
Einstein theory on constant curvature backgrounds. This
theory, which is coined Einsteinian cubic gravity (ECG),
is neither topological nor trivial in four dimensions. ECG
belongs to a class of theories that generalizes the quasi-
topological theories — generalized quasi-topological grav-
ity [21, 22] — and black hole solutions in these theories
have been shown to have a number of interesting prop-
erties.
The ECG field equations admit natural generalizations
of the Schwarzshild solution, i.e. static, spherically sym-
metric (SSS) solutions with a single metric function,
ds2 = −fdt2 + dr
2
f
+ r2dΩ2(2) . (1)
This non-trivial fact not only significantly simplifies the
study of black holes in the theory, but is also responsi-
ble for the absence of ghosts and integrability: the field
equation is a total derivative, and gives a non-linear sec-
ond order differential equation upon integration, with the
integration constant being related to the mass [23]. This
integrability allows for exact, analytic studies of black
hole thermodynamics, despite the lack of exact solutions1
to the field equations [25, 26]. These studies have re-
vealed that small, asymptotically flat black hole solu-
tions become stable, a result that may have implications
in light of the information loss problem [27]. Studies of
1 Note that, in the special case of the critical limit of the theory,
certain exact solutions can be found [24].
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2the thermodynamics of AdS black branes have revealed
novel phase structure, suggesting this class of theories
will provide rich holographic toy models [28].
One of the most interesting aspects of ECG is that
it is non-trivial in four dimensions. Consequently it is
of phenomenological interest, all the more so because no
dimensional reduction is required to interpret its solu-
tions. The aim of this paper is to begin an investigation
of how compatible ECG is with observational tests. Of
particular interest will be constraints that arise from so-
lar system tests and potential signatures from black hole
shadows that could be constrained by the Event Horizon
Telescope (EHT) [29]. The latter will provide important
constrains on any deviations from general relativity in
the strong field limit.
An obstacle to performing these studies is the lack of an
analytic solution, combined with the difficulty of produc-
ing a numerical one. To remedy this, we employ a con-
tinued fraction ansatz and obtain a highly accurate ana-
lytic approximate solution to the field equations. Similar
techniques have recently been applied with success in a
variety of contexts [30–33]. The continued fraction ap-
proximation is not only useful for the present analysis,
but will prove useful in future investigations, e.g. con-
cerning quasi-normal modes.
With the continued fraction solution in hand, we study
new properties of the SSS black hole in ECG. Specifi-
cally we analyze the motion of particles around the black
hole, constraining the coupling with solar system tests,
and investigating the properties of its shadow [34–41] (see
also [42]).
We constrain the ECG coupling constant λ using
Shapiro time delay, which is the tightest constraint pro-
vided by solar system tests. We find that ECG can be
compatible with solar system tests whilst maintaining
relatively large values of the coupling. Furthermore, we
find that the radius of the innermost stable circular orbit
(ISCO) around an SSS ECG black hole and the angular
momentum of a test body at this radius increase with
increasing λ as compared to their corresponding values
in general relativity.
We likewise employ the continued fraction metric func-
tion to study null geodesic around ECG black holes. We
find in general that its shadow is enlarged compared to
a non-rotating black hole in general relativity. We apply
our results to the supermassive black hole Sagittarius A*
(Sgr A*) at the center of our Galaxy, and show that the
angular radius of the shadow increases with increasing λ
by an amount tantalizingly close to what could be exper-
imentally detected, whilst maintaining consistency with
solar system tests. This suggests that EHT observations
could (at least in principle) provide important constraints
on λ and on ECG in general.
The outline of out paper is as follows. In the next sec-
tion we review the near horizon and asymptotic solution
as well as the numeric one. Then, by using a continued
fraction expansion we obtain the approximate analytic
solution. In Sec. III we study some of the properties
of the black holes in ECG and investigate the orbit of
massive particles around it. In Sec. IV we constrain the
coupling constant of ECG by using Shapiro test in solar
system. In Sec. V we study the null geodesics in ECG
and present our results for Sgr A* shadow in Sect. VI. We
conclude our paper in VII. A number of useful results are
summarized in the appendices. We work in units where
G = c = 1.
II. BLACK HOLES IN EINSTEINIAN CUBIC
GRAVITY
The action for ECG reads,
S =
1
16pi
∫
d4x
√−g
[
R− λ
6
P
]
, (2)
where R is the usual Ricci scalar and
P = 12RabcdRbedfReaf c +RcdabRefcdRabef
− 12RabcdRacRbd + 8RbaRcbRac . (3)
We restrict ourselves to asymptotically flat, static and
spherically symmetric vacuum black holes. In this case,
the only independent field equation is,
− (f − 1)r − λ
[
f ′3
3
+
1
r
f ′2 − 2
r2
f(f − 1)f ′
− 1
r
ff ′′(rf ′ − 2(f − 1))
]
= 2M, (4)
where a prime denotes differentiation with respect to r.
The quantity M appearing on the right-hand side of the
equation is the ADM mass of the black hole [21, 26], and
we will assume λ > 0 in what follows.
Unfortunately, the field equations cannot be solved an-
alytically (except in certain special cases [24]), and ei-
ther numerical or approximate solutions (or some com-
bination) must be computed to make progress. We will
review the construction of a numerical solution, before
presenting a continued fraction expansion that provides
an accurate and convenient approximation of the solution
everywhere outside of the horizon.
We begin by solving the field equations via a series
expansion near the horizon using the ansatz
fnh(r) = 4piT (r − r+) +
n=∞∑
n=2
an(r − r+)n , (5)
which ensures that the metric function vanishes linearly
at the horizon (r = r+), and T = f
′(r+)/4pi is the Hawk-
ing temperature. Substituting this ansatz into the field
equations (4) allows one to solve for the temperature and
mass in terms of r+ and the coupling λ:
M =
r3+
12λ2
[
r6+ + (2λ− r4+)
√
r4+ + 4λ
]
,
T =
r+
8piλ
[√
r4+ + 4λ− r2+
]
. (6)
3One then finds that a2 is left undetermined by the field
equations, while all an for n > 2 are determined by messy
expressions involving T , M , r+, and a2.
We now consider an expansion of the solution in the
large-r asymptotic region. To obtain this, we linearize
the field equations about the Schwarzschild background:
fasymp = 1− 2M
r
+ h(r), (7)
where h(r) is to be determined by the field equations, and
we linearize the differential equation by keeping terms
only to order , before setting  = 1. The resulting dif-
ferential equation for h(r) takes the form
h′′ + γ(r)h′ − ω(r)2h = g(r), (8)
where
γ(r) = − 2(M − r)
(2M − r)r ,
ω2(r) =
r6 + 56M2λ− 12Mrλ
6Mr2(r − 2M)λ ,
g(r) = −2M(46M − 27r)
9(2M − r)r3 . (9)
In the large r limit, the homogenous equation reads
h′′h −
2
r
hh − r
3
6Mλ
hh = 0 , (10)
and can be solved exactly in terms of Bessel functions:
hh = r
3/2
[
A˜I− 35
(
2r5/2
5
√
6Mλ
)
+ B˜K 3
5
(
2r5/2
5
√
6Mλ
)]
,
(11)
where Iν(x) and Kν(x) are the modified Bessel functions
of the first and second kinds, respectively. To leading
order in large r, this can be expanded as
hh(r) ≈ Ar1/4 exp
[
2r5/2
5
√
6Mλ
]
+Br1/4 exp
[ −2r5/2
5
√
6Mλ
]
,
(12)
where we have absorbed various constants into the defi-
nitions of A and B (compared to A˜ and B˜). Thus, the
homogenous solution consists of a growing mode and a
decaying mode. Asymptotic flatness demands that we set
A = 0, while the second term decays super-exponentially
and can therefore be neglected.2
More relevant is the particular solution, which reads
hp = −36λM
2
r6
+
184
3
λM3
r7
+O
(
M3λ2
r11
)
, (13)
2 This assumes that λ > 0. In cases where λ < 0, the homoge-
neous solution contains oscillating terms that spoil the asymp-
totic flatness. The only viable solution in this case is to set the
homogenous solution to zero.
and clearly dominates over the super-exponentially de-
caying homogenous solution at large r, thereby giving
f(r) ≈ 1− 2M
r
+ hp . (14)
Neither the near horizon approximation nor the
asymptotic solution is valid in the entire spacetime out-
side of the horizon. One means to bridge this gap is to
numerically solve the equations of motion in the inter-
mediate regime. The idea is quite simple: For a given
choice of M and λ, pick a value for the free parameter
a2. Use these values in the near horizon expansion to ob-
tain initial data for the differential equation just outside
the horizon:
f(r+ + ) = 4piT+ a2
2 ,
f ′(r+ + ) = 4piT + 2a2 , (15)
where  is some small, positive quantity. A generic choice
of a2 will excite the exponentially growing mode in (12).
Thus, a2 must be chosen extremely carefully and with
high precision to obtain the asymptotically flat solution.
A satisfactory solution will be obtained if for some value
of r that is large (compared with the other scales in the
problem), the numeric solution agrees with the asymp-
totic expansion to a high degree of precision. In practice,
we find that there is a unique value of a2 for which this
occurs. Of course, since the differential equation is very
stiff, the numerical scheme will ultimately fail at some ra-
dius, rmax. The point at which this failure occurs can be
pushed to larger distance by choosing a2 more precisely
and increasing the working precision, but this comes at
the cost of increased computation time.3
In Fig. 1 we highlight some sample numerical results.
The leftmost plot displays rmax vs. a2, revealing a promi-
nent peak at a point a?2. The peak coincides with the
value of a2 that produces the asymptotically flat solution.
In the center plot, we show the value of a?2 plotted against
the coupling, λ. Notably, a?2 limits to the Schwarzschild
value of a?2M
2 = −1/4 when λ → 0. While we have not
been able to deduce a functional form for a?2 from first
principles,4 it is possible to perform a fit of the numeric
results giving
a?2
(
x = λ/M4
) ≈ − 1
M2
1 + 2.1347x+ 0.0109172x2
4 + 15.5284x+ 8.03479x2
,
(16)
which is accurate to three decimal places or better on the
interval λ/M4 ∈ [0, 5].
In the rightmost plot of Fig. 1 we show a numeri-
cal solution for λ/M4 = 10 and compare it with the
Schwarzshild solution, as well as the near horizon and
3 A solution for r < r+ can be obtained by choosing  to be small
and negative in (15). The numerical scheme encounters no issues
in this case.
4 See Appendix B for progress in this direction.
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FIG. 1. Numerical scheme: Left : A plot of rmax (where the numerical solution breaks down) vs. a2 for the case λ = 1.
The peak corresponds to the value of a2 that gives an asymptotically flat solution. Center : A plot of the value of a2 giving
an asymptotically flat solution vs. λ. Note that in the limit λ→ 0 we have a2M2 → −1/4, which coincides with the Einstein
gravity result. Right : Numerical solution for λ/M4 = 10 and a shooting parameter a?2 = −0.022853992336918507. The solid,
red curve is the Schwarzschild solution of Einstein gravity. The black, dotted curve is the near horizon approximation, including
terms up to order (r − r+)8. The dashed, black curve is the asymptotic solution, including terms up to order r−12. The solid
black line is the numeric solution. In all cases,  = 10−6 was used in Eq. (15) to obtain the initial data.
asymptotic approximate solutions. For the same physi-
cal mass, the ECG black hole has a larger horizon radius
than the Schwarzschild solution. Note that the near hori-
zon solution provides an accurate approximation from
r = 0 to about r = 5M , but then rapidly diverges to
f → −∞. The numeric solution begins to rapidly con-
verge to the asymptotic solution near r = 4M , but near
r = 10M it breaks down: the stiff system causes the in-
tegrated solution to rapidly diverge to f → +∞. This
is just a consequence of not choosing a?2 to high enough
precision in the numeric method, and the exponentially
growing mode has been excited. Before the numeric solu-
tion breaks down, the asymptotic solution (dashed line)
is accurate to better than 1 part in 1,000 and so it can
be used to continue the solution to infinity.
While both the near horizon and asymptotic approx-
imations are useful within their respective domains of
validity, neither provides a good approximation of the
solution everywhere outside of the horizon. To obtain
an approximate solution valid everywhere outside of the
horizon, we employ a continued fraction approximation
to the metric function. First, we compactify the space-
time interval outside of the horizon by working in terms
of the coordinate
x = 1− r+
r
, (17)
and then write the metric function as [30, 31]
f(x) = x
[
1− ε(1− x) + (b0 − ε)(1− x)2 + B˜(x)(1− x)3
]
,
(18)
where
B˜(x) =
b1
1 +
b2x
1 +
b3x
1 + · · ·
. (19)
Using the ansatz (18) in the field equations at large r
(x = 1) one deduces that
ε =
2M
r+
− 1 ,
b0 = 0 . (20)
Next, expanding (18) near the horizon (x = 0), the re-
maining coefficients can be fixed in terms of T , M , r+
and one free parameter, b2. We have
b1 = 4pir+T +
4M
r+
− 3, (21)
whereas b2 is related to the coefficient a2 appearing in
the near horizon expansion (5) as
b2 = −
r3+a2 + 16pir
2
+T + 6(M − r+)
4pir2+T + 4M − 3r+
. (22)
All higher order coefficients are determined by the field
equations in terms of T , M , r+ and b2 (or, equivalently,
a2). Their form rapidly becomes quite messy, but they
can be obtained easily using, e.g. Mathematica. We
present the general expressions for the next few terms in
the appendix. Since b2 is not fixed by the field equations
its value must be manually input into the continued frac-
tion. The appropriate thing to do is to use the value
of a?2 (as determined through the numerical method) in
Eq. (22). While the numerical integration of the field
equations is very sensitive to the precision with which a?2
is specified, the continued fraction is much less so, and
a good approximation is obtained even with just a few
digits.
Even at lowest order, the continued fraction approx-
imation does a good job of approximating the solution
everywhere outside the horizon. This only gets better
as more terms are included. In Fig. 2 we display the
continued fraction approximation when terms up to b5
are retained. We also show the difference between the
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FIG. 2. Continued fraction approximation: Top: Com-
parison of numeric solution (dotted, black) and continued
fraction approximation (solid, red) for λ/M4 = 10. In the
continued fraction, we have kept terms up to b5; the contin-
ued fraction remains accurate even after the numeric solu-
tion fails. Bottom: Difference between the metric function
obtained numerically and via the continued fraction approx-
imation keeping terms up to b3 (dotted, black), b4 (dashed,
blue), and b5 (dot-dashed, red).
numerical solution and the continued fraction approxi-
mation. Where the numerical solution is valid, the con-
tinued fraction quite accurately approximates it. Fur-
thermore, while the numerical solution fails at some suf-
ficiently large distance, the analytic approximation (18)
remains accurate everywhere outside the horizon.
III. PROPERTIES OF BLACK HOLE
SOLUTIONS
Let us now move on to consider some of the more inter-
esting features of the black hole solutions in ECG. In the
previous section we observed that, remarkably, despite
the lack of an exact solution, the mass and temperature
of these objects can be solved for exactly. A study of the
black hole mass reveals that, for a given fixed λ, there
exists a particular horizon radius for which the deviation
from Einstein gravity is greatest. This is illustrated in
Fig. 3.
Studying Fig. 3, we see that for both very small and
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FIG. 3. Mass vs. horizon radius: a plot of the difference
between the ECG and Einstein black hole mass vs. horizon
radius. The plot illustrates a point of maximum difference.
very large black holes, the mass of the ECG black hole
is very close to the mass of the ordinary Schwarzschild
black hole. However, for intermediate values of horizon
radius, there is a significant deviation. The horizon ra-
dius of maximum deviation can be solved for analytically
yielding
rdev+ =
5−
√
11
3
8
1/4 λ1/4 . (23)
Substituting back into the expression for the mass yields
approximately Mdev ≈ 0.1476λ1/4 for the mass of the
black hole when the deviation from general relativity is
maximal: a difference of about 37.5% from the general
relativity value.
The ECG black holes depart from the Schwarzschild
solution in another notable way: below a certain mass,
the specific heat of these black holes becomes positive,
indicating the onset of thermodynamic stability [27]. To
see this, recall that the heat capacity is given by
C =
∂M
∂T
. (24)
Using the expressions above for the mass and tempera-
ture, we find
C =
2r2+
(
8λ2 − 6r4+λ+ 3
√
r4+ + 4λr
6
+ − 3r8+
)
λ
(
−r2+ +
√
r4+ + 4λ
)(
−2r2+ +
√
r4+ + 4λ
) , (25)
from which a simple calculation reveals that the heat
capacity is positive when the mass of the black hole sat-
isfies,
M ≤ 4
3
(
2
√
3− 3
)3/4 (
2−
√
3
)
λ1/4 . (26)
Next, we study the orbits of massive test bodies around
the black hole in ECG. For such particles we have
6gαβ x˙
αx˙β = −µ2, with µ denoting the rest mass of the
infalling body. Choosing coordinates so that its orbit lies
on the equatorial plane, the geodesic motion is governed
by the equation
r˙2 = E˜2 − f
[
1 +
L˜2z
r2
]
, (27)
where E˜ and L˜z are the energy and angular momentum
per unit rest mass µ of the body, with a dot denoting
the derivative with respect to proper time per unit rest
mass [43].
The second term on the right hand side of equation
(27),
V˜ 2 = f
[
1 +
L˜2z
r2
]
, (28)
acts like potential and we can investigate the motion on
timelike geodesic from it by using the metric function
obtained with the continued fraction method.
In Fig. 4 we plot V˜ 2 for λ/M4 = 0.1 for different
values of L˜z. For large value of L˜z there are two ex-
trema in the curve of V˜ 2, with the maximum (mini-
mum) at the unstable (stable) orbits. By decreasing the
value of L˜z, the radius of the unstable equilibrium or-
bit increases and the radius of stable equilibrium orbit
decreases. The ISCO is at the inflection point of V˜ 2;
this is r = rISCO ≈ 6.028M , which happens for par-
ticles with L˜z = L˜z,ISCO ≈ 3.467M . The correspond-
ing values in general relativity are rISCO = 6M and
L˜z,ISCO ≈ 3.464M . Recall that any bodies coming from
infinity can be bounded only if V˜ 2 > 1 (or equivalently
if L˜z >∼ 4.005M) since E˜2 ≥ 1.
To find out how rISCO and L˜z,ISCO change with λ, we
use small λ approximation of the metric function
fapp(r, λ) = 1−2M
r
−1419(r/M)
2 − 8362r/M + 10136
12(65− 61r/M)r4 λ.
(29)
The difference between this function and the one ob-
tained by continued fraction up to b5 is less than 1 part
in 10, 000 at r = rISCO for λ/M
4 < 1. By considering
that rISCO is the inflection point of
V˜ 2app = fapp(1 +
L˜2z,ISCO
r2
), (30)
we could find rISCO and L˜z,ISCO for different values of λ.
In Fig. 5 we have plotted rISCO/M as a function of
λ/M4. By fitting the numerical results we find the rela-
tion
rISCO(λ)/M ≈ 6 + 0.00109641λ/M
4
1 + 0.00014898λ/M4
, (31)
which is a small λ approximation of rISCO. Using (31)
we obtain the approximate functional form
L˜z,ISCO
M
≈
√
12 + 0.322149λ/M4
1 + 0.0025491λ/M4
, (32)
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FIG. 4. Effective potential of infalling particle: For
λ/M4 = 0.1 the effective potential is plotted for L˜z ≈ 2.452M
(black, dashed curve), L˜z = L˜z,ISCO ≈ 3.467M (red, dot-
dashed curve), L˜z ≈ 4.005M (blue, dotted curve), and L˜z ≈
4.903M (purple, solid curve). The blue dotted curve with
L˜z ≈ 4.005M has a maximum of 1. For a particle coming from
infinity, L˜z ≈ 4.005M is the minimum angular momentum it
can have to avoid falling into the hole. The red, dot-dashed
curve shows a point of inflection which is the innermost stable
circular orbit.
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FIG. 5. rISCO/M and L˜z,ISCO/M vs. λ/M
4: Top: Radius of
the innermost stable circular orbit (rISCO) as a function of the
coupling constant of ECG. Bottom: The angular momentum
for which the effective potential has an inflection point as a
function of λ.
7of the angular momentum at the ISCO, shown in the bot-
tom plot of Fig. 5. We can see that by increasing λ, both
rISCO and the angular momentum of the orbiting parti-
cle at r = rISCO increases from their values in general
relativity.
IV. CONSTRAINING ECG
From the analysis presented above it is clear that,
for SSS solutions, the ECG corrections are most impor-
tant when considering effects on scales near the horizon.
For distances a few times the horizon radius, the metric
rapidly tends to the Schwarzschild solution. In fact, one
finds that the post-Newtonian parameter γ is unity in
ECG, just as in Einstein gravity. This means that, in
the weak field regime, the deviations caused by ECG will
be small. To concretely illustrate just how small, here
we will consider how the Shapiro time delay, the most
stringent of the solar system tests, constrains ECG.
Here we will follow Weinberg’s treatment [44]. The
time for a photon to travel between the points r0 and r
is given by the integral
t(r, r0) =
∫ r
r0
[
f2(r)
(
1− f(r)
f(r0)
(r0
r
)2)]−1/2
dr . (33)
For all practical purposes, the first few terms in the
asymptotic expansion for f(r) can be used when evaluat-
ing this integral. It is, of course, straightforward to per-
form the integration numerically and this is the method
we employ. However, it is illuminating to consider, via
approximation, the first corrections to the Shapiro delay
due to ECG analytically. Schematically the expression
takes the form,
t(r, r0) = t
SR(r, r0) + ∆t
GR(r, r0) + ∆t
ECG(r, r0) , (34)
where tSR(r, r0) =
√
r2 − r20 is the contribution that
would arise from light propagating in flat spacetime. The
general relativity correction is well-known, and the first
few terms take the form,
∆tGR(r, r0) =2M ln
[
r +
√
r2 − r20
r0
]
+M
(
r − r0
r + r0
)1/2
+ · · · . (35)
The higher order corrections are easily computed, but be-
come increasingly complicated and so we do not present
them here. To lowest order in M/r, M/r0 and λ/M
4,
the ECG correction takes the form:
∆tECG(r, r0) =
λ
M4
[
189piM6
r50
+ 18
√
1− r
2
0
r2
M6
(
6r20 + 13r
2
)
r40r
3
− 378M
6
r50
arctan
(
r0√
r2 − r20
)]
. (36)
This expression shows how incredibly suppressed the cor-
rections due to ECG are at the level of solar system tests:
Taking the mass above to be a solar mass (M = 1477 m
and taking the smallest possible value of r as the radius
of the sun, r = 6.957× 108m, then the factor in square
brackets is roughly (M/r)5 ∼ 10−29. Therefore λ/M4
can actually be very large while maintaining agreement
with solar system tests of general relativity.
For a radar signal traveling from Earth to Mercury,
grazing the sun along the way, the time delay is,
(∆t)max =2
[
t(r♁, r) + t(r, r')
−
√
r2♁ − r2 −
√
r2' − r2
]
. (37)
Deviations of this result from the prediction of gen-
eral relativity have been constrained to be less than
0.0012% [45]. A careful numerical evaluation of the inte-
grals reveals that provided
λ < 4.57× 1022M4, (38)
ECG will be consistent with constraints arising from the
Shapiro time delay experiment. The surprising size of
this value reiterates that the deviations from general rel-
ativity are most significant in the vicinity of a black hole
horizon.
V. BLACK HOLE SHADOWS
The key advantage of the continued fraction approxi-
mate solution is that it is valid everywhere outside the
horizon. As such, it can be used in the same way that
an analytic solution could be used. This opens the door
to the study of a variety of interesting questions that
would be considerably more difficult if we were able to
use only the numerical solution. Here we use the ap-
proximate solution to explore black hole shadows in this
theory. In this section, for a generic spherically symmet-
ric black hole, we present an equation for the angular
radius of the black hole shadow as seen by a distant ob-
server. Then, by using approximate analytic solution, we
will demonstrate that the shadow of the black hole gets
bigger as the coupling constant of ECG increases.
Consider the generic spherically symmetric line ele-
ment
ds2 = −fdt2 + dr
2
f
+ r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2), (39)
and the Lagrangian
L = 1
2
gµν x˙
µx˙ν =
1
2
(−f t˙2 + r˙
2
f
+ r2 sin2 θφ˙2). (40)
Suppose a light ray travels toward the black hole. We
can always choose the coordinates so that it stays on the
8equatorial plane. Its energy and angular momentum
E = −∂L
∂t˙
= f t˙, Lz =
∂L
∂φ˙
= r2φ˙, (41)
are, of course, constant since they are conserved.
For null geodesics L = 0. After some straightforward
calculations we can write equation (40) as [34](
dr
dφ
)2
= r4
(
1
ξ2
− f
r2
)
, (42)
for θ = pi/2, in which we have conventionally used ξ =
Lz/E as the constant of motion.
Since the left hand side of equation (42) is non-
negative, we have
ξ2 ≤ r
2
f
. (43)
If ξ2 is less than the minimum of r2/f , the coordinate r
of the light ray will be always decreasing and the light
ray will eventually reach the horizon. For ξ2 bigger than
the minimum of r2/f , the light ray will escape to infinity
after getting to a minimum distance r∗ from the black
hole defined by ξ2 = r2∗/f(r∗).
The boundary between these two types of light rays
is given by the minimum of r2/f . This defines the pho-
ton sphere around a (spherically symmetric) black hole.
Since the paths of outgoing and ingoing light rays are the
same, we can think of the light rays reaching us from an
arbitrarily large number of sources after deflecting from
the black hole. The shadow of the black hole is in fact
the shadow of the photon sphere.
Denoting the inclination angle of the light ray from the
radial direction by δ, we can write [34]
cot δ =
1√
fr
(
dr
dφ
)
, (44)
using the metric (39) (with θ = pi/2). From equations
(42) and (44), we have
sin2 δ = ξ2
f
r2
. (45)
Denoting the radius of the photon sphere by rps we have
δ = sin−1
(√
r2ps
f(rps)
f(D)
D2
)
, (46)
which is the angular radius of the shadow as seen by an
observer at D.
VI. OBSERVATIONAL TESTS OF ECG
The current EHT project [29] will study the black hole
at the center of our Galaxy. Present-day observation in-
dicates that this black hole, Sgr A*, has a mass M =
6.25 × 109 m and its distance is D = 2.57 × 1020 m [46].
In general relativity its horizon radius is r+ = 2M , and
the radius of its photon sphere is rps = 3M . Using (46)
we obtain the known result δ = 26.05 µas.
We can exploit the above results to provide an obser-
vational test of ECG. Suppose ECG is the appropriate
theory of gravity in our Galaxy. For sufficiently small
λ it will pass all solar system tests, but for sufficiently
large black hole masses (such as Sgr A*) its predictions
will differ notably from that of general relativity.
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FIG. 6. Photon sphere and angular radius: Top: A plot
of the photon sphere radius, rps, vs. the ECG coupling com-
puted using the continued fraction truncated at: b2 (blue,
dotted), b5 (green, dashed) and b6 (black, solid). For small
coupling (compared to the mass), even the lowest order ap-
proximation is accurate, while for larger couplings the con-
tinued fraction converges after the inclusion of the first few
terms (the black and green curves are virtually indistinguish-
able). The general result is that larger ECG coupling pushes
the photon sphere to larger distances. Bottom: A plot of the
ratio of the angular radius of the shadow for a black hole of
mass 6.25 × 109m and viewing distance D = 2.57 × 1020m.
The solid black line is the result of the continued fraction,
truncated with b5 = 0. The red line is a linear approximation
for small coupling, shown in Eq. (47).
If ECG is correct, the metric outside of a spherically
symmetric black hole will be given to excellent accuracy
by the continued fraction approximation (18), with M
and D having the values given above for the case of Sgr
9A*. The horizon radius in ECG will be larger than in gen-
eral relativity, as can be determined from Eq. (6). The
photon radius is likewise enlarged as well, as we depict in
Fig. 6. It is a simple matter to compute the angular ra-
dius of the black hole shadow using (46). We present the
results of this calculation, as determined through a con-
tinued fraction approximation truncated at b5 in Fig. 6
for mass and distance choices relevant for Sgr A*. We
note that, when λ/M4 is small, we can use Eq. (29) to
find the following expansion for the angular radius of the
shadow
δECG = δEin +
5.29015× 1010√
3D2
f(D)M2 − 81
λ
M4
+O(λ2), (47)
(in µas) which appears in Fig. 6 as the thin, red curve
and has a difference of less than one percent from the nu-
merical results for any λ ≤ 0.1. ECG leads to larger black
holes shadows than seen in Einstein gravity. Since, for
larger distances, f(D) is practically identical in both gen-
eral relativity and ECG, the differences seen in Fig. 6 are
a result of the modifications in the strong gravity regime
near the horizon. However, as one would expect from di-
mensional grounds, the modifications are relatively small
for objects of large mass, requiring λ/M4 ≈ 0.3 before
differences of 1% occur.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that continued fraction approximations
can be used to accurately and efficiently approximate
black hole solutions in Einsteinian cubic gravity. The
approximations are valid everywhere outside of the hori-
zon. The key advantage is that the continued fraction
(18) can be used in place of an exact solution, allowing
one to study problems that would be difficult to tackle if
limited to only numerical solutions.
We have taken a first step in this direction by em-
ploying the continued fraction approximation to study
some interesting features of black holes in ECG. We have
that, for a given value of mass, the ISCO for a massive
test body, will be on a larger radius for a larger value
of the coupling constant λ of ECG. Also, the angular
momentum of the body at the ISCO increases as λ in-
creases. Likewise, study of the lightlike geodesics reveals
that ECG enlarges the shadow of the black hole.
As would be expected from dimensional analysis, the
effect of ECG is relatively small unless the ratio λ/M4
becomes larger, or the viewing distance D becomes com-
parable to the radius of the photon sphere. For Sgr
A* we find that for the largest value of λ allowed by
Shapiro time delay, ECG enlarges the angular radius of
the shadow by 5 parts per million. Nowadays, the resolu-
tion of EHT’s 1.3mm groundbased very long baseline in-
terferometry (VLBI) is a few tens of microarcseconds [47]
which is about the shadow size of Sgr A* and M87. In this
resolution the shadow predicted by general relativity and
ECG are indistinguishable at least for static solutions.
By increasing the maximum distance in a VLBI ar-
ray, i.e. by adding some space stations, or observing at
shorter wavelenghts, EHT (or a similar project) might
achieve finer resolutions in the future. However reso-
lutions of better than 1 nanoarcsecond to observe the
effects of ECG on Sgr A* shadow will be required.
A natural direction for future work would involve ex-
tending these results to compute shadows of rotating
black holes in ECG. These are of more direct astro-
physical relevance, and may present distinct angular-
dependent features that could be observed. Similar tech-
niques as those presented here (see also [48]) could be
used to obtain an approximate rotating black hole solu-
tions in this theory.
The continued fraction approach also offers the excit-
ing possibility of addressing the linear stability of black
hole solutions in this theory by simplifying the analysis
of quasi-normal modes. Not only would this be of astro-
physical relevance for the four dimensional models, but
it would also be relevant in the context of holography for
the asymptotically AdS solutions. We hope to address
these and other questions in future work.
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Appendix A: Explicit Terms in Continued Fraction
Here we present additional terms that appear in the continued fraction expansion (18).
b3 =
1
192Tr+pib2λ
(
1
2 + pir+T
) (
M − 34r+ + pir2+T
)[− 4pir6+T (b2 + 3) + (3b2 + 6)r5+
+
(−320λpi3T 3(b22 + 7b2 + 16)− 4Mb2 − 6M) r4+ + 240pi2λT 2(b22 + 315 (b2 + 1)
)
r3+
− 448Tpiλ
(
MT
(
b22 +
41
7
b2 +
93
14
)
pi − 9
28
b2 − 3
4
)
r2+ + 96piMTλ(b
2
2 + b2 − 1)r+
− 128piTM2λ
(
b2 +
3
2
)2 ]
. (A1)
b4 =− 1
192pib2b3λr3+T (2pir+T + 1) (4M + r+ (4pir+T − 3))
× 32 (2b2 + 3)3 λM3 + 48 (2b2 + 3)λM2r+
(
2pi
(
18b22 + 2 (7b3 + 50) b2 + 113
)
r+T − 4b22 + (2b3 − 9) b2 − 4
)
+ 12Mr2+
(−2 (−6b32 + 6 (2b3 − 1) b22 + (21b3 + 40) b2 + 54)λ
+16pi2
(
40b32 + (44b3 + 331) b
2
2 +
(
8b23 + 137b3 + 994
)
b2 + 898
)
λr2+T
2
−4pi (84b32 + (44b3 + 615) b22 + (−16b23 + 15b3 + 1284) b2 + 815)λr+T
+
(
b22 + (b3 + 4) b2 + 4
)
r4+
)
+ r3+ (36 (b2 + 2) (3b2 (b3 + 2) + 14)λ
+128pi3
(
35b32 + 45 (b3 + 7) b
2
2 + 6
(
2b23 + 29b3 + 185
)
b2 + 1658
)
λr3+T
3
−48pi2 (100b32 + (96b3 + 870) b22 + (8b23 + 306b3 + 2734) b2 + 2663)λr2+T 2
+24pi
(
45b32 + 3 (b3 + 116) b
2
2 +
(−24b23 − 75b3 + 719) b2 + 360)λr+T
+12pi
(
b22 + (b3 + 4) b2 + 6
)
r5+T − 3
(
3b22 + 3 (b3 + 4) b2 + 14
)
r4+
)
. (A2)
Appendix B: Analytical Derivation of the Shooting Parameter
As mentioned in the main body of the text, it is in fact possible to derive, analytically, the form of the shooting
parameter a?2 by demanding a consistent Einstein gravity limit for the near horizon expansion. Here we shall describe
this process in more detail.
Recall that, near the horizon, the metric function is expanded as
fnh(r) = 4piT (r − r+) + a?2(r − r+)2 +
∑
i=3
ai(a
?
2)(r − r+)i, (B1)
where the constants an with n > 2 are determined by the field equations in terms of the parameter a
?
2 and M , T and
r+. We will demand that this expansion has a smooth λ → 0 limit. It turns out that this constraint is also enough
to ensure that the near horizon expansion limits to that for the Schwarzschild solution
fEinnh =
∑
i=1
(−1)i−1 (r − r+)
i
ri+
. (B2)
We proceed by writing
a?2 = g(λ), (B3)
and expand each of an(a
?
2) to lowest order in λ. For example, the expansion for the first two terms is
a3(a
?
2) =
g(0)r3+ + r+
9λ
+
3r6+g
′(0)− 6g(0)2r4+ + 34g(0)r2+ − 14
27r3+
+O(λ) ,
a4(a
?
2) = +
g(0)r6+ + r
4
+
216λ2
+
3r6+g
′(0)− 60g(0)2r4+ + 89g(0)r2+ + 68
648λ
+
3r10+ g
′′(0)− 240g(0)r8+g′(0) + 2r6+
(
89g′(0) + 72g(0)3
)− 968g(0)2r4+ + 1040g(0)r2+ − 278
1296r4+
+O(λ). (B4)
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Clearly, for a3 to have a smooth λ→ 0 limit, we must take
g(0) = − 1
r2+
, (B5)
which also cures the λ−2 divergence in a4. Then, for a4 to have a smooth λ→ 0 limit, we must take
g′(0) =
27
r6+
. (B6)
Interestingly, this choice for g′(0) also ensures that
a3(a
?
2) =
1
r3+
+O(λ), (B7)
which is precisely the value expected from the Schwarzschild solution. This procedure continues in the obvious way:
The expansion of an for small λ fixes g
(n−3)(0), which in turn guarantees that the term an−1 limits to the Schwarzschild
value from (B2).
It is straight-forward, but computationally costly, to do this to arbitrary order. We have computed g(n)(0) up to
n = 15, finding:
g(0) = − 1
r2+
, g′(0) =
27
r6+
, g′′(0) = −3384
r10+
, g(3)(0) =
1320534
r14+
, g(4)(0) = −1151833248
r18+
,
g(5)(0) =
1875967406160
r22+
, g(6)(0) = −5107532147380800
r26+
, g(7)(0) =
21544624968666695280
r30+
,
g(8)(0) = −133135416924677418585600
r34+
, g(9)(0) =
1154324990320626883159054080
r38+
,
g(10)(0) = −13568049825205878205542081792000
r42+
, g(11)(0) =
210227289858470130670513367566041600
r46+
,
g(12)(0) = −4194920428540096167815139429105212006400
r50+
,
g(13)(0) =
105700177837430847101072792547386798551142400
r54+
,
g(14)(0) = −3306987976911675043248786217918581692121564979200
r58+
,
g(15)(0) =
126609498143560198473638841716966388468374445902592000
r62+
. (B8)
While g(n)(0) ∝ 1/r4n+2+ , we were not able to deduce the dependence of the coefficients of g(n)(0) on n. The fact
that these coefficents grow unboundedly indicates that a Taylor series expansion of a?2 = g(λ) has a small (perhaps
vanishing) radius of convergence. However, rather than a Taylor series we can use a Pade´ approximant to reconstruct
the form of g(λ), and we show this in Fig. 7.5 The basic conclusion is that, as more terms are included in the
Pade´ approximant, the form of g(λ) converges to the results of our numerical scheme presented in Fig. 1. While the
convergence is fast for small λ, more terms are required to obtain good convergence for larger λ. Thus with the fifteen
derivatives presented in (B8), it is not possible to accurately match a?2 over the full domain of λ, and the fit to the
numerical data (16) is more accurate for larger λ. If the functional dependence of g(n)(0) on n could be deduced, then
this would allow a?2 to be determined to arbitrary precision.
Appendix C: Truncation method
Consider the metric function written in continued fraction form (18). If we are going to keep the fractions to bn,
we do so by setting bn+1 = 0. Since all bm’s (m > 2) are functions of b2, we propose that, given the coupling constant
5 The Pade´ approximant reveals why the Taylor series has un-
bounded coefficients: there is a simple pole located at small,
negative λ that a Taylor series approximation cannot capture.
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FIG. 7. Analytical approach for shooting parameter: Here the solid black line denotes the value of a?2 as determined
through the numerical scheme. The remaining curves denote Pade´ approximants built from the derivatives presented in Eq. (B8).
Specifically, the dotted, blue curve corresponds to a 2nd-order Pade´ approximant, the dashed, green curve corresponds to a
4th order Pade´ approximant and the dot-dashed, red curve corresponds to a 7th order Pade´ approximant. For λ/M4 < 1
convergence to the numerical result is rapid, but convergence for larger values would require more derivatives than we were
able to reasonably compute.
λ and the mass M (or horizon radius r+), the equation bn+1 = 0 can be solved to find an approximate value for b2.
This way we can find an approximate equation for the metric function.
This method for finding b2, which we call the truncation method, has some advantages over the numerical method.
First, the truncation method is a much easier way to find b2. We can choose whatever value of λ and M and solve
bn+1 = 0 to find b2. Also, in the case that we kept the fraction to b3, we have been able to solve b4 = 0 for a generic
λ and r+ to find b2. So we have found an approximate analytical solution of ECG which is valid for all λ.
To clarify the agreement between the continued fraction (as obtained via the truncation method) and the numerical
solution we refer the reader to Fig. 8. The agreement is quite remarkable, and while not quite as good as that when
b2 is obtained numerically (c.f. Fig. 2), the difference is small. The primary drawback of the truncation method is
that the equation bm = 0 (m > 2) usually results in multiple real solutions of b2; the right one must be chosen so that
the metric function is not singular outside the horizon.
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FIG. 8. Continued fraction approximation with truncation method: Left : Comparison of numeric solution (dotted,
black) and continued fraction approximation (solid, red) for λ/M4 = 10. In the continued fraction, we have kept terms up to
b5; here, we have found b2 by solving b6 = 0. Right : Difference between the metric function obtained numerically and via the
continued fraction approximation truncated after b3 (dotted, black), b4 (dashed, blue), and b5 (dot-dashed, red).
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